label, commercial vehicles, telematics platform
Fleet telematics is evolving and moving toward an open Transport and Logistics ecosystem.
It requires more open solutions, more real-time interactions and more mobility and analytics
The aggregation of all of their fleets through a centralized view is then of paramount importance.

with a core product coupled with
telematics, mobile and data analytics
The Worldline Connected Fleet solution provides customers and partners a state of the art IoT and big data solution highly specialised on fleet
management. Fleet managers using the Worldline solution, are benefiting from a broad set of tools to improve performance and quality, while
reducing the total cost of ownership and operations at the same time.

Providing a rich set of services
the business operations
Worldline Connected Fleet includes a broad set of functionalities, in order to provide customers and partners a competitive advantage. Our services
range from security features, such as live vehicle tracking to trip and vehicle optimisation functionalities.
Live fleet and vehicle tracking

Trip management

Fuel Performance

Live map, alert logbook, POI,
geofencing and corridoring

Fleet Utilisation reporting, Trip tracing
and alerts

Fuel reports, ad-blue, overload, fuel
deviation, idling and fuel loss

Fleet operations at a glance

Driver Performance

Vehicle performance

Alerts and daily reports on
smartphone plus dashboards

Eco-score, fuel and trip reports, over
speeding

Vehicle performance engine
Sweetspot, Vehicle usage vs contract
analytics

Driver activity

TPMS (Tire Pressure Monitoring
System)

Trailer EBS and cold chain

Driver privacy opt-in, 2way messaging,
driver ID, hours of service, private /
pro trips

Truck and trailer tire pressure
monitoring alerts and report

Open API

Repair and maintenance

Alert notification, rFMS v1 and v2,
many API, report exports

Warnings and DTC, mileage alerts,
service request, EAS derating alert

Transforming data
into business results
Optional data analytics can be integrated with the Worldline Analytics Platform which is based
on a modern, cutting-edge software and hardware basis and enables the implementation of
the data analysis and processing needs of our customers, with full support from our team of
business and technical experts. Regular or on-demand descriptive, predictive analytics and
driver scoring analytics can be easily performed.

Fridge temperature alerts, EBS/ABS
alerts, over/empty load, doors open

Commercial packages and
subscriptions
Packages of services, activation
management, “try and buy”, upsell etc.

(Trucks / Trailers / Cars)
Worldline is contributing to the success of
partnered industry leaders, such as Michelin
Solutions, Continental and Here.
With our pay per use and pay as you drive business models, we look for
fair partnerships with low initial investment costs for your business.

margins while strengthening the safety of their
loads and enhancing delivery reliability. Thanks to
Worldline platform’s modularity and operational
capacity, we rely on Worldline to develop innovative
Philippe Miret, Michelin® Solutions CEO

Cybersecurity and Data Protection
are more important than ever before
The more IoT will expand within organizations the more it will deserve proper management,
especially from a security perspective.
As a payment processor, Worldline is used to providing IT services with the highest security standards. The same payment security expertise is also
being used and implemented throughout all of our IoT products. As a platform provider for vehicle and fleet telematics, Worldline understands that
information is one of your most valuable assets and so provides our partners with cutting edge technology, while at the same time ensuring the
highest level of cybersecurity and data protection with regulation compliant solutions.

About Worldline
Worldline [Euronext: WLN] is the European leader in the
payment and transactional services industry. With innovation
at the core of its DNA, Worldline’s core offerings include
pan-European and domestic Commercial Acquiring for
physical or online businesses, secured payment transaction
processing for banks and financial institutions, as well as
transactional services in e-Ticketing and for local and central
public agencies. Thanks to a presence in 30+ countries,
Worldline is the payment partner of choice for merchants,
banks, public transport operators, government agencies and
industrial companies, delivering cutting-edge digital services.
Worldline’s activities are organized around three axes:
Merchant Services, Financial Services including
equensWorldline and Mobility & e-Transactional Services.
Worldline employs circa 11,000 people worldwide, with 2018
pro forma revenue of 2.2 billion euros.

Contact us today and let us together form the future of your
business.
dl-fr-cle-productmanagement@worldline.com

worldline.com
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